
Design Statement 

 

A landmark doesn’t have to be always as high as possible, but can be horizontally distributed, 

forming spectacular images from different perspective of views. Hence, the arena green with 2 

separated design area provides great possibilities to span over the confluence point by 

introducing significant bridge design with multi-function implemented. 

 

Due to the aviation considerations, the site is required to meet the criteria that 200 feet is the 

maximum for the building height and therefore conflicts with the fact that current recognized 

landmarks in the world mostly grow upwards to present its identity. Despite the limitations, we 

firmly believe that the arena green will become the world icon in a way of enduing the life of the 

architecture so that any people who visit here won’t just appreciate the building design, but also 

stimulate their interests to dig out the story behind. Thus, by means of design inspirations, 2 

design area of the site are interpreted as 2 wings, gradually transformed into vivid species from 

the nature. The Butterfly is therefore created to represent the role of arena green because of its 

beauty and most importantly, its implied meaning that desired to fly and live with nature.  

 

Aside from the specific forms, the internal space is built with steel structures and tropical plants 

surrounded. Furthermore, the temperature and humidity are all sophisticatedly controlled by the 

BIM center, providing sustainable environment internally. Most importantly, to have less 

footprints on the sites as possible is also the key principles in order to keeping as many existing 

trees as possible. All of such design implements are intensively achieving the goal of net-zero 

energy. 

 

In conclusion, nowadays, all the species, including human beings are all related to each other in 

the earth. Especially, in recent years, natural disasters never stop because of humans’ interests, 

and hence the butterfly is created in arena green as the architectural concept, not just becoming 

the world icon, but also reminding people to live with nature respectively. 


